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Twelve princesses. One wounded soldier. A mystery that must be solved.Once upon a time…

Princess Bianca is sent with her sisters to the summer palace, a place no maiden has ever

returned from. While her sisters seem perfectly happy, she has only one desire: escape.Vasco,

a wounded soldier on his way home from war, stumbles across the summer palace and sets

out to solve the mystery no man has managed to yet. If only they let him live long enough…

Can the fair maiden and the wounded soldier uncover the sinister secret before it's too late?

About the AuthorUSA Today bestselling author Demelza Carlton has always loved the ocean,

but on her first snorkelling trip she found she was afraid of fish.She has since swum with sea

lions, sharks and sea cucumbers and stood on spray-drenched cliffs over a seething sea as a

seven-metre cyclonic swell surged in, shattering a shipwreck below.Sensationalist spin? No -

Demelza tends to take a camera with her so she can capture and share the moment later;

shipwrecks, sharks and all.Demelza now lives in Perth, Western Australia, the shark attack

capital of the world.To get an email whenever Demelza releases a new title AND get NINE free

books, sign up for her VIP Readers Group at demelzacarlton.com (just copy and paste into

your browser).The Ocean's Gift series was her first foray into fiction, followed by the

Nightmares trilogy. She swears the Mel Goes to Hell series ambushed her on a crowded train

and wouldn't leave her alone.The suggested reading order for each series is as

follows:Turbulence and Triumph series:Ocean's JusticeOcean's Trial(How To Catch

Crabs)Ocean's TriumphOcean's RideOcean's CageOcean's BirthOcean's Gift series:Ocean's

GiftOcean's InfiltratorWater and FireNightmares Trilogy:Nightmares of Caitlin

LockyerNecessary Evil of Nathan MillerAfterlife of Alanna MillerRomance Island Resort

series:Maid for the Rock StarThe Rock Star's Email Order BrideThe Rock Star's VirginityThe

Rock Star and the BillionaireThe Rock Star Wants A WifeThe Rock Star's WeddingMaid for the

South PoleMel Goes to Hell series:Welcome to HellSee You in HellMel Goes to HellTo Hell and

BackThe Holiday From HellThe Complex series:HalcyonFishtailRomance a Medieval Fairytale

series:EnchantDanceFlyRevelSilenceAwakenEmbellishAppeaseBlowIf you'd like to get free

books, visit her website at: demelzacarlton.comReview"A magical, breathtaking story." -

Texas"A really good retelling of the not well-known story." - Ola"A romantic and at sometimes

dark story""You don't want to miss this story. I read it in one sitting and really love the way the

author tells the tale.""A compelling book you don't want to put down""A lovely story I read in a

single sitting.""Another beautifully crafted interpretation of a fairy tale we know and love""I

highly recommend it!""Well written with fast pacing makes this an enjoyable read.""Demelza

Carlton writes fairytales with a unique twist.""Magical, exciting, and thrilling. Demelza has

written a stunner of a story""A fabulous rendition of the classic with a simmer of heat""I loved

this amazing retelling of this classic!""Avery well written retelling of one of my favorite stories."--

This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Danea55, “Being The Fairest Isn't Always The Best, Again. Revel: Twelve Dancing Princesses

was, as the title states, a remake of the original, and yet another fantastic retelling in the series.

It certainly fleshed out the rather 'weak tea' original version. It's book 4 in the series, but as with

the others, you absolutely do not have to read the others to enjoy this. Now, there are some

characters you might learn more about that would be fun, but that's a choice you'll not suffer

from either way.Bianca is a princess from a rather large harem of the King's and has spent her

life there, dreading the queen's notice (Bianca is not her daughter) and court intrigue in

general. A pretty girl who hates being pretty for the attention in brings, she is sadly the victim of

that very curse, and yet blessed with the magic of invisibility (gotta love that irony). The queen

sends her away to a summer 'palace' where it is widely known to be where unwanted

princesses are sent. This is where the mystery of the shoes wearing out nightly happens. Turns

out, the girls are dancing their nights away with some mysterious men. Bianca having at least

half a brain, sees the danger in this.Vasco, our hero in this story, is a simple soldier who has

spent his life fighting after a tragic youth. After an injury that leaves him unable to perform

satisfactorily, he is discharged and wanders about until he meets up with a witch who happens

to be helping teach Bianca about her magic. He does odd jobs for her for a while, and

eventually she sends him off to the palace to try and solve the mystery.The chemistry between



the two is quick and easy, and quite enjoyable. Bianca doesn't begrudge him his lack of title

and he simply wants to help her he's so enamored. Together they manage to save the day (of

course), and get their happy ever after. I enjoyed very much that the hero of this story was a

simple soldier. Both characters were likable and the story was engaging.If you enjoy your

fantasy with some mystery, a little action, some steam, a tad bit of magic, and more than a few

stuck-up princesses, this is a good read for you.”

Ilona Nurmela, “An enjoyable retelling of 12 dancing princesses. I love Carlton’s fairytale

retellings as she manages to keep the elements of the story but twist it a bit to make you keep

reading even though you know what’s coming. Bianca is sent into exhile to a Summer Palace

where 11 other princesses live. She doesn’t wonder about the mountains of shoes or strange,

non-aristocratic visitors until Vasco, a travelling soldier arrives. A fast-paced enjoyable retelling

with bits of gore where the cursed princes are concerned. The story, for most part is YA, but

15+ on account of a sex scene.Recommended of lovers of fairytale retellings.Trigger warning:

mental anguish for survivors of wars.”

Lolah, “An excellent read, perfect for all adult fairytale lovers. This retelling was an excellent

read, and actually fairly close to the original in most ways. I liked seeing the overlap in

characters from other books (such as Kun and the "Princes" from the Little Mermaid retelling),

though some elements are very much more bloodythirsty, in keeping with the original Grimm-

style stories - like the suitors' fates - and some more adult. Overall, though, it all balances out

to make an excellent read which is perfect for all adult fairytale lovers, or those who like their

stories with a twist of romance, magic and a "happy ever after"NB I received a complimentary

copy of this book, but I always give an HONEST review based wholly on my own opinions”

Mandy Parmenter, “Lovely story containing a mystery entwined into a love story. Princess

Bianca is sent to join her sisters to live in the Summer Palace but it is a place that no female

has ever returned from and even though her sisters a seem quite happy she is dreaming of

escaping from there to live her own life. Vasco is a wounded soldier travelling back from war

who finds himself at the Summer Palace and becomes determined to solve the puzzle that no

man up to now has solved before time runs out and he ends up dead. Can Bianca and Vasco

find the sinister secret?This was a lovely story that drew you in as you got further into the book

and the mystery at the centre of it. It was well written and you could feel the thoughts and

emotions involved in the story.”

Ian Titler, “but enjoyed it immensely. I hadn't realised this was a new twist on a fairytale, but

enjoyed it immensely. The main characters were interesting and believable, I sat and read it all

the way through - despite my wife demanding I put the Kindle down at intervals.”

Kushnuma, “Really good retelling. Revel is book 4 in Beauty and the Beast Retold (but each

book is also a standalone).I don't think I've read the original story, although it did seem similar.

But I did enjoy it very much and thought it was written well and it was hard to put down.Overall,

a really good retelling.”

A James, “What a great take on this fairytale. I love the way this author weaves her stories

around fairytales. Her approach is refreshing, her characters intriguing and her storyline I

inventive. Am looking forward to reading the next one”



The book by Demelza Carlton has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 385 people have provided feedback.
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